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in the spirit of usa week and black history
month, jay-bach cinema & dinner theatre is

proud to present, “black is beautiful: the life and
times of madam c.j. walker” with special guest

victoria malone. join us for an unforgettable
evening of spectacular performances and

captivating stories. after-hours, the theater will
be open to cast and crew members for an

exclusive after party hosted by jay-bach cinema
& dinner theatre. dive into a world of first-hand

adventures and get ready for a life-changing trip
with backpackers around the world. discover the

best places to travel, the best destinations to
visit, and how you can plan your own

unforgettable journey by joining host, risa. he'll
make it easy to plan out the perfect vacation by
providing travel tips, cost saving solutions, tips
on funding travel and more. it can be difficult to
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travel with children, but it's not impossible,
especially if you follow a few simple rules.
whether you're traveling around the globe,

across town, or even along a local lane, it all
starts with these four things: good planning,

authentic and safe food, sleeping and bathing
accommodations that are age appropriate, and
respectful children. the longer the journey, the
more important they become. when traveling
with children, experience is the best teacher.
with so much going on, many students don't

find time to complete a revision week. revision
for exams is an important part of your study in

primary school. revision will help you to be more
confident on the day you sit your exams and be
well prepared for your next course. learn how to

revise for exams and get an edge on your
primary school exams.
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